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Unity Certifications
Gain a competitive edge in the job market by demonstrating your mastery of core Unity skills. Designed for students, hobbyists, and professionals, there's a certification that's right for you.

Browse certifications
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Stand out from the crowd
The result of close collaboration between Unity, hiring managers, and testing-design specialists, Unity certifications test the core skills needed for a variety of roles so that you can validate your expertise and show your readiness for your next professional career move.





Explore Certifications
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User
These entry-level certifications validate your foundational skills in Unity and ability to create interactive, real-time 3D experiences
Certified User: Programmer
Certified User: Artist
Certified User: VR Developer
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Associate
Stand out from the crowd with a certification designed for creators who have a portfolio of Unity projects and are ready to apply for their first professional Unity role.
Certified Associate: Game Developer
Certified Associate: Programmer
Certified Associate: Artist
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Professional
Continue growing your skills with a certification that highlights your readiness for your next professional challenge.
Certified Professional: Programmer
Certified Professional: Artist
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Certified Instructor Program
Already a professional teaching Unity? Take the next step and get yourself certified. The Unity Certified Instructor program recognizes leaders who have demonstrated excellence in both Unity skills and teaching. UCIs must have the Professional or Expert certification and teaching experience to be eligible. Acceptance to the program comes with an exclusive UCI badge and members-only benefits.

Learn more




Rigorously designed
To capture what matters on the job, we collaborate with subject matter experts and testing-design specialists, as well as conducting extensive research to identify and measure the most relevant competencies and skills for each role.





Stand out from the crowd
Demonstrate to employers that you possess the technical skills and applied knowledge to tackle your next professional challenge and be successful in that role.





Highlight your achievement
Share your Unity Certification badge on your LinkedIn profile, resume, and professional portfolio to validate your skills to recruiters and hiring managers.







Learn and Practice
Courseware
Take a course to learn and prepare for your Unity Certification exam.



Browse courses


Practice tests
Do a trial run so you know what to expect on test day.



Browse practice tests


Special offers
Save up to 40% when you purchase bundled resources to prepare for the certification exam.



Browse offers




Frequently asked questions

What are the Terms and Conditions that I must agree to in order to take a Unity Certification exam?
+


Can I take the certification exam at home?
+


What do I need to bring on the day of the test?
+


How many questions will be on the exam?
+


How much time will I have to complete the exam?
+


What are the prerequisites for taking the exam?
+


Do I lose points if I answer incorrectly?
+


Can I review my answers before completing the exam?
+


Can I take the exam again if I do not pass?
+


I would like to request special accommodations for a Unity Certification. What is Unity’s accommodations policy?
+


How long is a Unity Certification valid?
+


How do I see score reports for exams I took previously?
+


What if my name is spelled incorrectly on my score report? Can it be changed?
+


What score do I need to pass the exam?
+


How do I get my score report?
+


When will I get my exam results?
+


Can I find out if I answered a specific question correctly or incorrectly?
+


Can I request a reevaluation of my score?
+


Can I get a refund if I don’t pass an exam?
+


How do I print my e-certificate when I pass the exam?
+


What do I receive upon getting certified?
+


How can I submit feedback about an exam question or an exam experience?
+


What constitutes a violation of Unity’s Terms and Conditions?
+


What happens when a candidate violates Unity Certification Terms?
+


What happens if there are Certification exam security and integrity issues at a Testing Center?
+


What is proxy testing? Why should I avoid proxy testing?
+


Should I use “brain dump” sites to prepare for the Unity certifications?
+


If I report a security concern, can I remain anonymous?
+


I think I have more than one profile with Pearson VUE, what should I do?
+


I need to change my name listed on my account.
+


I need to update the phone number or email listed on my account.
+
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